SUCCESS CASE
MEET IP INTERCOM AND CONTROL 4

CONTROL 4 INTEGRATION

SYSTEM INTEGRATION
It is possible to reduce costs on home automation projects by integrating the video intercom system with the home
automation system in the following 2 ways.

OUTDOOR VIDEO PANEL to call any C4 devices such as C4 smartphone app, C4 touchscreens,, etc.
This is achieved by installing FERMAX MEET C4 Driver* in the controller.

FUNCTIONALITIES

HOME AUTOMATION CONTROL AND VIDEO INTERCOM CALL DIVERT IN THE SAME C4 APP

SECONDARY IP VIDEO STREAM (RTSP) FROM PANEL TO CCTV NVR

BENEFITS



It is possible to combine in the same residential building video intercom panels calling to different terminals in the apartment. So in some apartments can be used WIT monitors (where there
is no home automation) and in some other apartments C4 touch screens can be used (where
home automation is installed).



Integration time is reduced since the IP Technology makes easier to use CAT-5 cabling.



Installation time is minimised thanks to the use of MEET Control 4 Driver, easy to install and
configure.



Different aesthetics on panels, from 1W single pushbutton panel to multi apartment outdoor
panels with touch screen.

INTEGRATION ARCHITECTURE

C4 Touch panels

C4 App

Tablet, smartphone, TV

Dimmers

MILO 1 WAY PANEL

Light

Clima

Sound

The outdoor panel sends the video to the C4 controller using SIP protocol
In this way the controller is able to send to all user interfaces the audio and video, even opening the door could be
done interacting with the relay embedded on the outdoor panel.

INSTALLATION
Interoperability is based exclusively on using C4 Driver License. C4 Driver License can be purchased separately (link
to the driver on the next page)

WHY FERMAX?
FERMAX is a worldwide reference in the video intercom industry. The products have been installed in the most emblematic projects in the world. FERMAX Distribution network, which is present in more than 70 countries, will provide
the best Support and assistance.

MEET PRODUCT REFERENCE NUMBERS
INDOOR MONITORS

WIT 7” Y 10” MONITORS

OUTDOOR PANELS

MILO 1 WAY PANEL

KIN PANEL

MARINE PANEL

CONTROL 4 Controller

CONTROL 4 Controller Range
CONTROL 4 Driver for MEET Panels

